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Influence of Fluid Convection on Weld Pool
Formation in Laser Cladding
A transient 3D transport model was used to generate insight into details of melt pool
formation, fluid convection, and solidification in Inconel® 718 laser claddings

BY Y. S. LEE, M. NORDIN, S. S. BABU, AND D. F. FARSON

ABSTRACT
Laser cladding is a relatively fast and precise metal deposition process
that has been widely applied to deposit coatings to protect parts from wear
and/or corrosion and to rebuild worn surfaces of expensive components
such as jet engine turbine blade tips. Economic development of laser
cladding process applications is impeded by lack of a capability to accurately
predict the results of complex physical phenomena associated with this
process. In this paper, a transient 3D transport model was used to generate
insight into details of melt pool formation, fluid convection, and solidification in Inconel® 718 laser claddings. The predicted melt pool geometry was
validated by comparison to corresponding experimental data. Simulation results showed a notable flat temperature profile in the liquid ahead of the
rear melt pool boundary was induced by Marangoni flow. Also, convection
patterns associated with the switching of surface tension gradient from positive to negative at a region behind the laser beam focus spot caused the
deepest weld pool penetration to be at this location. Temperature gradients
(G) and solidification rates (R) in the liquid on the solidification boundary at
the back of the melt pool were quantified and solidification mode was
predicted by these values. The results illustrated the key role played by fluid
convection in the laser cladding process.
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Introduction
Laser cladding has been widely used
to add protective coatings to metallic
surfaces to resist corrosion or wear
and to rebuild worn surfaces of structural parts (Ref. 1).These materials
can be deposited as powder or wire
that is fed directly into the laser-

generated melt pool (Ref. 2). In laser
cladding with powder, the particles are
usually injected into an inert carrier
gas that flows through multiple powder feed nozzles spaced annularly
around the laser beam as sketched in
Fig. 1. The laser beam energy heats
and melts some of the particles during
flight and others melt when they

strike the melt pool surface. The powder particles impinging on the melt
pool form the clad deposition layer
after solidification.
The development of laser cladding
processes for various applications is
hindered by the lack of generally applicable accurate models. Development of
such models is impeded by the
complexities associated with simultaneous injection of powdered metal
into the melt pool formed by a focused
laser beam. The powder cloud
interacts with the laser beam and decreases the laser power density
incident on the substrate and a molten
pool formed on the substrate. The decrease in laser power due to transmission of the laser beam through the
powder cloud is not entirely lost. Some
of the lost energy heats powder particles and a portion of this thermal energy is returned to the molten pool by
particles that are incident on it. These
powder particles also add mass and
momentum to the melt pool. These
additions affect the fluid temperature
distribution and flow patterns and the
final shape of the deposited clad layer.
Numerical simulations of the laser
cladding process have been developed
to add to the understanding of the underlying physical phenomena. Hoadley
and Rappaz (Ref. 3) developed a finite
element model for laser cladding based
on 2D heat conduction coupled with a
number of analytical solutions of mass
and momentum balances representing
deposition of molten clad metal.
Picasso and Rappaz (Ref. 4)
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Fig. 2 — A — Boundary conditions for the edges of substrate and
powder nozzle; B — description of computation domain.
Fig. 1 — Schematic of laser cladding process using coaxial
powder feed nozzle
Fig. 4 — Distribution of laser energy in the laser cladding process.

was also neglected.
Wen and Shin
(Ref. 7) presented
a new comprehensive 3D model for
the coaxial laser
deposition, considering physical phenomena such as
laser-powder interaction, fluid
motion, mass addiFig. 3 — Energy balance during laser cladding process.
tion, and solidification. However,
presented two approaches to modeling
they did not account for the effect of
the laser cladding process in 2D and
surface-active elements on weld pool
3D. The shape of the molten pool was
convection and shape.
computed at a given laser power in 2D
Marangoni convection patterns
and the laser-powder-material interacinduced by surface-active elements are
tions were taken into account in the
known to have profound effects on weld
3D model.
pool shape and many previous investiToyserkani, Khajepour, and Corbin
gations have been reported with regard
(Ref. 5) developed a transient finite elto these effects.
ement model for laser cladding with
Sahoo, DebRoy, and McNallan (Ref.
powder injection in three dimensions.
8) studied the effect of temperature and
Their model evaluated the correlation
composition on surface tension of Ni-S
of beam velocity and powder feed rate
system. Lee, Quested, and McLean (Ref.
to the clad layer geometry. In this
9) reported temperature-dependent valmodel, the effect of heat flow due to
ues for the surface tension and its gradifluid convection was incorporated by
ent with electron beam melting of two
modifying the thermal conductivity of
distinct compositions of IN718 (20 ppm
the clad layer.
S, 8 ppm O, and 6 ppm S, <10 ppm O).
Choi, Han, and Hua (Ref. 6)
Su and Mills (Ref. 10) developed the caldescribed a numerical model that
culation model for surface tension in
included most of the phenomena occurIN718 with various sulfur and oxygen
ring during the cladding process. A volconcentrations at the ppm level.
ume of fluid (VOF) simulation method
Zhao, Kwakernaak, Pan,
was employed to predict melt pool free
Richardson, Saldi, Kenjeres, and Kleijn
surface evolution. They assumed feed(Ref. 11) reported studies of the effect
ing of metal droplets instead of powder
of oxygen and temperature on surface
particles and constant material propertension of stainless steels in laser spot
ties were used for both liquid and solid
welding. However, the effect of
metal to simplify the model. The effect
surface-active elements and associated
of impurities on liquid surface tension
convection patterns on the formation

of laser melt pools has not been
considered in prior laser cladding simulations where mass addition to the
melt pool is considered.
The objective of this paper is to describe the formulation of a transient
3D numerical model of the laser
cladding process, to compare model
predictions of laser clad deposit geometry to experimental measurements
and to study the predicted weld pool
convection flow patterns. The following sections discuss fundamental
physical mechanisms and mathematical models used to represent the laser
cladding process, the VOF numerical
simulation technique, simulation predictions of single-pass, single-layer
clad deposit geometry, and
comparisons to experimental
measurements and conclusion and issues for further study.

Experimental Conditions
Single clad deposits were produced
in autogenous Ni-superalloy IN718
laser cladding. Fiber laser power with
uniform intensity (flat-top) of 350 to
550 W was used to build the clad
deposit on a 5.08 cm (height) × 5.08
cm (length) × 0.226 cm (thickness)
substrate in argon atmosphere. The
beam spot diameter and beam travel
speed were 1.0 mm and 1.016 cm/s,
respectively. Nominal composition of
the IN718 powder is shown in Table 1.
Metal powder screened with 100–325
mesh was used to build the clad
deposit. Samples for metallographic
cross sections were mounted,
polished, and then etched with
standard metallographic method. No
preheating or postweld temperature
AUGUST 2014 / WELDING JOURNAL 293-s
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simulation. By definition, the value of
F = 0 indicates that the corresponding
simulation cell lies entirely within a
void region and thus contains no fluid
while F = 1 indicates the cell is entirely
occupied by fluid. Hence, any cell having F values between 0 and 1 lies on
the surface between fluid and void regions. The volume fraction of fluid
and volume fraction source rate can be
defined in terms of the density of fluid
occupying a given cell as Equations 2
and 3

Fig. 5 — Assumption for powder catchment efficiency.

ρ = ρ0F

(2)

m s = ρ0 F

Fig. 6 — The temperature and surface
active element dependent values of sur
face tension.

(3)
where it is reiterated that ρ refers to
density of fluid in a cell (ratio of mass
of fluid in the cell and cell volume), ρ0
is density of the fluid, and F is volume
fraction of fluid in the cell. A relation
for conservation of F can be derived
from Equations 1–3, as (Ref. 12)

Fig. 7 — Effect of G and R on solidifica
tion morphology.

control was used in the experiments.
The clad deposit width, height, and
penetration were directly measured
from optical images using image processing software (ImageJ, NIH) and
used to validate the simulation results.

Clad Deposit Modeling
Conservation of mass, energy, and
momentum form the basis for
expressions used to model the laser
cladding melt pool and substrate. Also,
it is important to account for the addition of energy by the focused laser beam
and the addition of mass, energy, and
momentum by the added metal powder
for an accurate process model. The VOF
method is adopted to simulate the fluid
flow in the weld pool and to predict the
evolution of weld pool shape, size, and
temperature, as well as the temperature
distribution in the substrate. In this
work, the VOF laser cladding process

simulation was implemented by
integrating subroutines to represent
laser heating and clad powder addition
into available transport simulation software (Flow-3D, Flow Science Corp.).

∂F

+ ∇ ⋅ vF = F
∂t

( )

By simultaneously solving the timevarying volume fraction conservation
law along with the momentum and energy conservation relations presented
below, the time-varying location and
shape of the fluid-void boundary can
be predicted.
For conservation of momentum,
the fluid is assumed to be Newtonian
with laminar flow (Ref. 13). The
resulting conservation equation is

Governing Equations
Three-dimensional mass conservation for VOF simulation of
incompressible fluid flow is expressed
by the equation
∂ρ

+ ∇ ⋅ ( vρ) = m s
∂t

(4)

(1)


1
Dv
 
= − ∇Ρ + μ∇ 2 v + g +
ρ
Dt

where ρ is density of fluid in a numerical simulation mesh cell, t is time, →
v is
liquid metal velocity, and m. s is
volumetric mass source rate. This conservation of mass relation can be
rewritten in terms of a scalar value F
that explicitly refers to the mesh used
to discretize the simulation domain. F
denotes volume fraction of fluid in a
mesh cell defined in the numerical


p s

(5)

ρ

where P is hydrodynamic pressure, μ
is viscosity, →
g is gravitational accelera.
tion, ρ is thermal expansion , and →
ps
is a source term representing the momentum addition rate corresponding
to the captured filler material droplets.

Table 1 — Nominal Composition of IN718 Powder in wt%
Element

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Cr

Ni

Mo

Nb

Ta

Ti

Al

Quantity

0.034

0.008

0.09

0.006

<0.0005

18.03

54.62

2.93

5.14

<0.002

0.85

0.59

Element

Co

B

Cu

Pb

Bi

Se

Fe

Quantity

0.11

0.003

0.11

0.00003

<0.00001

<0.00001

Bal
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Melt pool convection induced by buoyancy force due to thermal expansion of
the melt is typically negligible in comparison to flow induced by surface
tension gradient and was not included
in this simulation.
In the simulations associated with
free-surface fluid dynamics, the heat
input, in this case from the laser
beam, is imposed as part of a surface
heat flux boundary condition. The
heat is convected and conducted
through clad the deposit melt pool and
substrate. Conservation of thermal energy used in the simulation is given as
h
∂h 
1
+ ( v ⋅ ∇ ) h = ( ∇ ⋅ λ∇T ) + s
∂t
ρ
ρ

(6)

where h is enthalpy, λ is thermal con.
ductivity, and hs is a source term representing enthalpy addition rate associated with captured filler material
droplets. The expression above only
considers thermal energy conservation
in the weld pool. This is reasonable
since weld pools are relatively small
and fluid flow speeds are moderate so
the kinetic and potential energy of the
fluid is much smaller than the thermal
energy. The latent heat due to solid to
liquid phase change is included in the
enthalpy-temperature relationship.

Boundary Conditions and
Physical Properties for the
Simulation
The boundary conditions applied to
the lateral edges of the substrate (illustrated in Fig. 2) were assumed as all
solid walls to depict a rigid substrate
with convection heat loss coefficient
105 erg/cm2/C. The top and bottom
surface boundary conditions were defined as continuous to model semiinfinite domain in the surfaces. Laminar flow and incompressible liquid
were assumed for fluid flow in the
weld pool. The simulation was
modeled in a three-dimensional Cartesian system for description of the
transport phenomena. The computation domain has dimensions of 0.8 cm
in length (x-direction), 0.226 cm in
width (y-direction), and 0.4 cm in
height (z-direction) for transient flow
shown in Fig. 2. The z-direction has
0.3 cm of substrate and a 0.1-cm void
region above the substrate. The
domain was meshed with cubic cells
with 100 um mesh size. To model laser

A

B

Fig. 8 — A — Topdown; B — cross sectional views at the same magnification for compar
ison of simulated and experimental singlepass laser clad melt pool and deposits at vari
ous powers. Dashed lines in simulation images show the position of liquidus isotherm
while dashed lines in experimental images show the liquidus isotherm from the corre
sponding simulation.

Fig. 9 — Comparison of simulated and experimental weld pool dimensions.

heating and powder mass, energy and
momentum inputs, a moving source of
laser energy and mass flux is incorporated into the computation domain
just above the top surface of substrate
(labeled “Coaxial Nozzle” in Fig. 2B).
The initial temperature of the powder

particles was assumed to be liquidus
temperature. Thus, liquid particles
having a diameter of 50 um leave the
nozzle exit and are injected into the
liquid pool. Mesh size and
computation domain size
independence of model results was

Table 2 — Thermophysical Properties of IN718 and Process Parameters Used in Numerical Model
Property

Symbol

Value

Ref.

Specific Heat of Liquid
Specific Heat of Solid
Conductivity of Liquid
Conductivity of Solid
Latent Heat
Power of Laser Beam
Beam Spot Size
Powder Feed Rate
Powder Particle Size
Liquidus
Solidus
Travel Speed of Laser Beam
Viscosity
Density of Liquid
Density of Solid

CL
CS
λL
λS
H
P
BS
—
—
TL
TS
V
η
DL
DS

7.25e+06 (cm²/s²/K)
5.77e+06 (cm²/s²/K)
2.928e+06 (gcm/s³/K)
2.792e+06 (gcm/s³/K)
2.27e+09 (cm²/s²)
350, 450, 550 (W)
1.0 (mm)
1.2 (g/min)
50 (um)
1623 (K)
1423 (K)
1.016 (cm/s)
0.196*exp(5848/T) (MPa)
7.3 (g/cm3)
8.19 (g/cm3)

14
14
14
14
15
—
—
—
—
16
16
—
14
14
14
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Fig. 10 — Quasisteady state temperature profile and temperature
gradient (G) along the weld pool centerline at time t = 0.43 s.

verified. The ambient temperature assumed for material and surroundings
was 300 K. The material used for both
cladding powder and substrate was Nibased Superalloy IN718. Thermophysical properties and the various welding
parameters applied to this simulation
are presented in Table 2 (Refs. 14–16).
A fiber laser having flat-top distribution was used for this simulation. The
laser beam power, beam spot size,
powder particle size, and beam travel
speed were the values given directly
from the cladding process.

Laser Cladding Process
Mechanisms and Models
Laser cladding is a fusion welding
process that uses a focused, moderate
power-density laser beam heat source,
and metal powder feed to melt and
build up layers of filler material onto a
substrate. Modeling of energy conservation in laser cladding needs to
account for losses that occur as the
laser beam heats the substrate and the
powder particles during their flight
from the nozzle exit to the substrate,
as well as the efficiency of capture of

Fig. 11 — Longitudinalsection view showing fluid flow and mixing
in the laser clad melt pool, the location of laser focus spot. The
green dot indicates the location of the weld pool surface with tem
perature Ti where surface tension gradient transitions from posi
tive to negative.

laser powder into the deposited clad
layer (Ref. 17). It is important to note
that, although laser beam-powder interaction attenuates the laser beam
power that is incident on the
substrate, not all of the attenuated
power is lost since some of it preheats
the powder. Most of this portion of
this laser power is returned to the
cladding process when the heated particles are incorporated into the final
clad deposit. Modeling of the laser
cladding process should thus take into
account absorptance of laser energy by
the substrate and by powder particles,
substrate and powder melting, transport phenomena in the melt pool, efficiency of capture of powder particles
in the clad deposit, and solidification
of melt to form a clad deposit. Each of
these topics is discussed in more detail
in the following.

Absorptance of Laser Beam
Energy
Absorptance of laser energy by the
clad material is a key laser cladding
process parameter that varies with
material composition and

temperature. It has been found in
previous studies that a reasonable estimate of laser energy absorptance is
provided by the Hagen-Rubens (Ref.
18) relationship. There, absorptance
A(T) of the near-infrared laser energy
is calculated from the temperaturevarying electrical resistivity of the
substrate material ρe(T) by the relation
1/2

A (T ) = ⎡⎣ 8 ε0ωρe (T ) ⎤⎦

(7)

where ω is the angular frequency of
the laser radiation (1.75 × 1015 rad/s
for fiber laser radiation with
wavelength λ = 1.07 × 10–6 m) and ε0
is the permittivity of free space (8.85
× 10–12 F/m). The equation can be
rewritten in terms of electrical
resistivity as
1/2

A fl (T ) = 354.45 ⎡⎣ρe (T ) ⎤⎦

(8)

Expressions for temperature-varying
resistivity for solid and liquid IN718
are (Ref. 15)
ρe(T) = –0.960 + 0.005T
– 3.919 × 10–6T2 + 9.713 × 10–10T3
for solid phase
(9)
ρe(T) = 1.251 + 1.364 × 10–4T
for liquid phase
(10)

Table 3 — Calculation of Catchment Efficiency
Power

Mass Flow Rate Setting (g/s)

Efficiency (%)

Mass Rate into Molten Pool (g/s)

350 W
450 W
550 W

0.020

28.62%
36.81%
45.00%

0.00573
0.00736
0.00900
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The calculated optical absorptance at
the solidus temperature is 35.6%,
which corresponds well to a reported
measurement of IN718 absorptance of
36% at Ts (Ref. 19).
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Energy Balance
In this section, the relations used to
calculate the distribution and losses of
laser beam power in the laser cladding
process are discussed.

A

B

Power Balance
The efficiency of use of laser beam
power to form a molten clad deposit
on a substrate is decreased by power
losses due to reflection, radiation, conduction, and convection from both the
clad powder and substrate. With reference to the substrate, the power
balance can be expressed as (Ref. 17)

C

Qa = Ql – Qrs – Qp – Qrp – QRadi.
– QConv.
(11)
where Qa is power absorbed by the
substrate, Ql is total power in the laser
beam, Qrs is incident laser power
reflected by the substrate, Qp is power
absorbed by the fraction of the powder
stream that is not included in the clad
deposit, Qrp is power reflected from
the powder stream, QRadi. is power lost
from the substrate by radiation, and
QConv. is power lost from the substrate
by convection. A visual representation
of Equation 11 is shown in Fig. 3. It illustrates how the total laser power is
redistributed by powder absorption
and the various losses.
Experiment measurements of the
power losses noted above have been
reported by Gedda (Ref. 17) as 9% for
Qrp + Qp, 1% for QRadi. + QConv., and
52% for Qrs. From the values, the fraction of laser power absorbed by the
substrate is calculated from Equation
11 as Qa = 38%. Notice that the reflection from substrate and powder
stream are the largest losses from the
cladding process. Laser power absorption by an ionized plasma is neglected
because the near-infrared laser wavelength (λ = 1.07 m) and moderate focused power density (7 × 104 W/cm2)
yield negligible absorption (Ref. 20).
Figure 4 gives schematic flow of
energy losses.
Total absorbed energy by the
substrate, Qa can be rewritten as
Qa = Qc + QF

(12)

where Qc is the fraction of the total
laser power utilized in melting the clad

Fig. 12 — Threedimensional depiction of weld pool convection flows (C) with inset fig
ures showing temperaturedependent surface tension (A) and surface temperature (B).
A — Surface tension gradient switches from positive to negative at Ti; B — Ti separates
the positive (blue) and negative (red) surface tension regions. The two opposing surface
flows impinge along the line where surface temperature equals Ti.

deposit and QF is the fraction of total
laser power used in heating the
substrate. Qc can be calculated by
Qc = Avρ(Cp T+ H)

(13)

where A is area of weld bead, v is laser
beam travel speed, ρ is density of the
melted material, Cp is specific heat of
the melted material, T is temperature
difference between liquidus and room
temperature, and H is latent heat of
the clad melt. From the calculation, it
is shown that percentages of total
laser power used for melting the clad
deposit and heating of the substrate
are Qc = 8.4% and QF = 29.6%,
respectively.
Powder Catchment Efficiency (η)
The powder catchment efficiency
can be estimated by the fraction of
powder particles that impinge on the
molten area of the substrate. For
single-pass, single-layer laser cladding,
it may be assumed that any particles
that strike the melt pool will become
part of the clad layer. In this approximation, all particles that do not
impinge on the pool can be considered
as lost. This is reasonable because
powder particles that are not melted
during their flight through the laser

beam are likely to be reflected from
the solid substrate and those that are
melted may adhere to the substrate
but can still be considered as lost
because they do not contribute to formation of the single-pass clad layer.
With this assumption and an
additional requirement that the powder jet impingement area is larger than
the melt pool, powder catchment efficiency can be defined as the ratio
between the molten pool area and the
substrate area impinged by the power
jet (Ref. 21).
liq

η=

S jet
S jet

(14)

Please note that assumptions the
molten area can vary with laser power
change and jet area is larger than the
molten pool area in this computation,
which are depicted in Fig. 5. Jet area is
constant for different laser powers
while the molten pool area increases
proportionally as a function of the
laser power.

Melt Pool Fluid Surface Tension
The variation of surface temperature across the laser melt pool surface
caused fluid surface tension gradients
AUGUST 2014 / WELDING JOURNAL 297-s
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dendritic. Equiaxed dendritic
morphology is possible only when G is
very low.
As the cooling rate, which is the
product of G and R, increases, finer
microstructures are produced. Note
that high cooling rate results in much
closer spacing between cellular or dendrite arms. Eventually, the finer
microstructure leads to increased mechanical properties. In general, it is
known that cooling rate in laser
cladding varies with the processing parameters (Ref. 2) and is faster
(102 –106 K/s) than that of
conventional casting. Therefore, the
influence of processing parameters on
G and R and the solidification
morphologies that occur will be
assessed in this study.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 13 — 3D and 2D plots showing fluid flow and mixing in the laser clad melt pool.

Powder Catchment Efficiency
and induced surface fluid flow from
low to high surface tension regions.
Such Marangoni flows have been
found to have significant effects on
weld pool circulation patterns and
weld pool shape (Ref. 22). The amount
of surface-active element sulfur in the
alloy strongly affects the sign and
magnitude of surface tension
gradients and associated Marangoni
flow. It has been reported that the behavior of sulfur in IN718 can be
assumed to be the same as that in FeNi-Cr alloys (Ref. 9). Thus, in this
study, the behavior of sulfur is
accounted for by an equation applicable to an Fe-Ni-Cr-S alloy (Ref. 23).
Also, the effect of Cr-S interaction is
considered in an activity term since Cr
changes the activity of S whereas Ni
has negligible effects on the activity of
S. The values of surface tension gradient used in the simulation were calculated using Equation 15 and material
properties (Refs. 14, 23–25).

(

γ = γ om − A T − T 0

)

⎛ ΔH o ⎞ ⎤
⎡
−⎜
⎟⎥
⎢
RT ⎠
⎥
− RTΓ s ln ⎢ l + ai k exp ⎝
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣

(15)

Here γ 0m = 1842 dyne/cm is the
surface tension of the pure metal at
reference melting temperature T0, A =
0.11 is a coefficient for the variation
298-s

of surface tension at temperature T
above the liquidus, R = 8.314 J/mol-K
is the gas constant, Γs = 2.27 × 10–9 gmol/cm2 is surface excess at
saturation, k = 3.18 × 10–3 is entropy
segregation constant, and ΔH0
= –1.661 × 10–5 J/mol is enthalpy of
segregation. ai is the activity of species
i in solution. For the alloy used in the
present study, transition temperature
of surface tension gradient is
predicted at 1801 K, marked as Ti in
Fig. 6.

Melt Solidification
In metal alloys, it is known that solidification morphology is significantly
affected by the combination of
temperature gradient (G) in the liquid
at the solidification boundary and solidification rate (R) as presented in Fig.
7 (Ref. 26).
A planar growth mode occurs when
G is very high or/and R is extremely
low value. As R increases, the solidification morphology can shift to cellular, columnar, and then equiaxed dendritic. Most metal alloys solidify in cellular or columnar dendritic mode. The
cellular and columnar growth modes
are produced when the growth of crystal structures occurs without
formation of any secondary dendrite
arms. If additional dendrite arms
form, the solidification mode shifts to

WELDING JOURNAL / AUGUST 2014, VOL. 93

The metal powder catchment efficiency (Ref. 27) and resulting mass
flow rate of powder into the melt pool
used in the simulation were calculated
from experimental results and results
given in the literature. As shown in
Table 3, the catchment efficiency was
45% and the mass flow rate was 1.2
g/min for a 550-W laser. The mass
flow rates at 350 and 450 W were proportionally adjusted from the 550-W
value based on the laser power ratio.
Lower laser power creates a smaller
molten area on the substrate, Sliqjet according to Equation 14. By scaling, the
molten pool area at 350 W is 63.6% of
the area at 550 W. From the
assumptions, the efficiencies for 350
and 450 W are calculated to be 28.62
and 36.81%, respectively.

Melt Pool Size: Experiment vs.
Simulation
The width, height, and penetration
depth of the deposit are compared to
the simulation results by X-Y (A) and
Y-Z (B) views in Fig. 8A, B. A dotted
line indicating the simulation liquidsolid weld pool boundary is overlaid
onto each corresponding experimental
image. These results show that simulated weld pool shapes and dimensions
are comparable to the experiments.
Quantitative comparisons of
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simulated and experimental clad
width, height, and penetration depth
are shown in Fig. 9. The weld pool dimensions are plotted for laser powers
of 350, 450, and 550 W. The
experimental results are comparable
to the simulation predictions. Note
that increased laser power leads to increased weld width and penetration
depth while the clad height is
relatively constant. The clad height is
relatively constant because the powder
flux within the jet area is constant and
the jet area is larger than the weld pool
surface area in all simulation cases (cf.
Fig. 5). Thus, the larger melt pool surface area results in increased powder
catchment efficiency and more mass
addition to the molten pool (cf. Table
3), but not increased clad height.

Fluid Flow Patterns in Melt Pool
As discussed in the section titled
Melt Pool Fluid Surface Tension, a
fluid circulation known as Marangoni
flow occurs on the weld pool surface.
Resulting convective flow in the melt
produces weld pool temperature gradients. Figure 10 shows the temperature
profile and corresponding temperature
gradient, G, along the clad centerline t
= 0.43 s. The quasi-steady state solidification rate on the weld centerline at
the back of the weld pool is constant
and equal to the laser travel speed,
1.016 cm/s. The calculated values of G
= 3.0*103 K/cm and R = 1.016 cm/s are
comparable to values found in
literature (Ref. 28) for the observed
columnar dendritic solidification
mode. Although other conditions in
the above cited reference vary
somewhat from those applicable for
laser cladding, it is reasonable to
expect similar solidification morphology. The simulated weld pool shape is
shown in a gray inset to explain the relationships between temperature profiles, temperature gradient, fluid flow
pattern, and weld pool shape. The orange line indicates the weld pool
length, which ranges from 0.380 to
0.537 cm at the simulation time 0.43
s. Surface temperature on the weld
centerline increases from liquidus at
the back of the pool to about 1900 K
and then remains constant over a
region that also corresponds to the
deepest weld pool penetration.
Further toward the front of the pool,

the surface is heated by laser beam
heat input, and the temperature
increases further. The variation of
weld pool centerline surface temperature gradient is calculated as the first
derivative of surface temperature. The
temperature gradient equals zero near
the center of the laser focus spot
(around 0.5 cm) and becomes negative
at the front edge of the pool. Note that
the deep-penetration region of the
weld pool has a flat centerline surface
temperature profile and relatively
small temperature gradient. It can be
reasoned that the flat profile can be
attributed to convective fluid flow patterns in the regions toward the back of
the weld pool.
Figure 11 displays the flow pattern
in the weld pool. Surface areas with
positive and negative surface tension
gradient are both found on this weld
pool. The transition temperature Ti
that divides the two regions is
calculated from Equation 15 and
displayed in the plot in Fig. 6. Its location on the pool surface is represented
with a green dot in Fig. 11. Surface
tension gradients generate surface
flow from areas with low surface tension to areas with high surface
tension. Thus, surface flow tends to
carry higher temperature fluid from
the area heated by the laser beam
toward the trailing edge. However, at
the same time, flows originating at the
cooler back edge of the pool tend to
deliver lower temperature fluid toward
the front. The two opposing surface
flows end up colliding and mixing in a
region intermediate between the laser
focus spot and the trailing pool edge
where the liquid surface temperature
is equal to the transition temperature
Ti (represented by the green dot in Fig.
11). As a result of the mixing of opposing hotter and cooler flows from the
front and rear portions of the melt
pool, temperature is relatively uniform
in that region and gradient is
correspondingly small (cf. Fig. 10).
Also, the downward flow (produced by
colliding surface flows) is strongest
and the resulting weld pool
penetration is deepest near this point.
Although experimental validation of
this weld pool penetration contour has
not been completed, the fact that simulation predictions of clad
penetration, width, and height are
close to experimental values provides

indirect evidence that the weld pool
contour is reasonable. We also note
that a similar pool profile has been
predicted in autogenous gas tungsten
arc welding (Ref. 29).
The weld pool surface tension and
fluid flow patterns are shown in 2D
and 3D plots in Fig. 12. It is seen that
two opposing flows meet at the line
showing the position of the transition
temperature Ti (Fig. 12B) and generate
downward mixing flow along this line
(Fig. 12C). In Fig. 13, the variation of
fluid flow patterns are assessed in consecutive 2D cross sections spaced
evenly along the X-axis.
Dominant outward-directed Y-axis
Marangoni flows are observed on the
weld surface with maximum velocity
26.5 cm/s in section 1. This pattern of
the flow indicates only negative
surface tension gradient resulting in
completely outward flow is present at
this region. In section 2, the main
Marangoni flow is still outward direction at the center of the weld pool due
to negative surface tension gradient
and relatively high temperature at that
region. Note that inward fluid flows
that are opposite to the flow at the
center in direction are observed near
the outermost edges of the pool. This
flow pattern indicates switching of
surface tension gradient from negative
to positive. The fluid velocity is
reduced to 21.8 cm/s due to the
opposing flow. In section 3, prominent
inward and outward surface flows with
comparable velocities exist. Downward
flow is found at the intermediate
region between the weld edge and center where the surface flows collide. As
the distance from the laser beam
increases, weld pool temperature
decreases, and eventually it reaches
the temperature switching surface tension gradient. Hence, the region showing the dominant positive gradient
keeps widening but the expansion
stops at the gradient transition region.
The maximum flow velocity is found
at the region where the two opposite
flows meet. In section 4, the gradient
is fully switched to positive. Thus, only
inward and downward flows are seen.

Summary, Conclusions,
and Future Work
A transport simulation of the laser
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cladding process was used to
understand the effect of convection
flow on the cladding melt pool formation and solidification conditions in
IN718 deposits. Predicted clad width,
height, and penetration depth at
different laser powers were found to
be comparable to experimental measurements. Due to heat flow in the melt
pool induced by Marangoni
convection, the most deeply
penetrated region was formed toward
the back of the weld pool, behind the
laser focus spot but ahead of the rear
solidification boundary. The increased
penetration was formed in this region
by impingement of opposing surface
flows caused by positive and negative
X-axis surface tension gradients along
the weld centerline. The flow pattern
also caused the weld pool to have a relatively flat rear boundary and
contributed to a relatively uniform
temperature distribution in the melt
pool in the region where opposing surface flows impinged. Also,
temperature gradient was calculated
along the weld pool centerline and, in
combination with the centerline solidification rate at the back edge of the
weld pool, was used to predict columnar dendritic solidification. The correspondence with the observed weld
pool solidification mode was noted.
Future simulation and experimental
efforts are planned to extend the work
to multiple-layer clads and to
experimentally validate the weld pool
convection patterns and penetration
profiles predicted by the simulations.
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